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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Mr. Ted Carter, Project Manager 
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Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection 
Office of Federal and State Materials 
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Two White Flint North 
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RE: Exxon Mobil Corporations (ExxonMobil) Request for United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff Legal Determination Regarding 
Presence of lle.(2) Byproduct Material in the Highland Pit Lake (Pit Lake) 

Dear Ted: 

By this letter, ExxonMobil requests that NRC Staff make a final legal determination that 
the Pit Lake at its NRC-licensed Highland uranium mill tailings facility in the State of Wyoming 
contains 11 e.(2) byproduct material as defined under Section 11 (e) of the Atomic Energy Act, as 
amended ("AEA"). Furthermore, based on existing Commission precedent, NRC has exclusive, 
federal preemptive jurisdiction over the final disposition of the Pit Lake and its 11e.(2) 
byproduct material. 

I. BACKGROUND 

ExxonMobil's Highland uranium site currently is subject to two different regulatory 
regimes. First, the reclaimed tailings impoundment and other site property and materials within 
the current site boundary are under NRC's exclusive federal AEA jurisdiction through Materials 
License No. SUA-1139. Second, the former mine pit, which is now a Pit Lake, is subject to a 
permit issued by the State of Wyoming through Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
(WDEQ), Permit to Mine No. 218C. 

In May, 2011, ExxonMobil requested that NRC amend its Materials License to include 
alternate concentration limits and a new long-term surveillance boundary (LTSB) that would 



include the Pit Lake area. This application was based upon the fact that lle.(2) byproduct 
material has migrated, and continues to migrate from the mill tailings impoundment to the Pit 
Lake. The license amendment is currently pending before NRC Staff. 

While working with NRC Staff to finalize approval of its license amendment, 
ExxonMobil is also addressing issues raised by WDEQ relating to the Pit Lake. WDEQ has 
requested an evaluation of several options for the Pit Lake's final disposition. These potential 
disposition options may be inconsistent with the AEA's ultimate goal of transferring the 
Highland uranium mill site to DOE for long term surveillance and monitoring (L TSM). 

ExxonMobil respectfully requests that NRC Staff issue a formal legal determination that 
the Highland Pit Lake contains lle.(2) byproduct material from the Highland site's reclaimed 
tailings impoundment, and that final disposition of the Pit Lake is under NRC's exclusive, 
federal preemptive jurisdiction pursuant to the AEA. 

II. THE HIGHLAND PIT LAKE CONTAINS 11E.(2) BYPRODUCT MATERIAL 

A significant portion of ExxonMobil's license amendment application focuses on the 
presence of lle.(2) byproduct material constituents in the Pit Lake. ExxonMobil's application 
contains detailed and comprehensive technical modeling and analyses demonstrating that lle.(2) 
byproduct material from the previously reclaimed tailings impoundment migrated to the Pit Lake 
where it currently resides. Sources of water to the Pit Lake that formed after the cessation of 
mining include groundwater from the surrounding aquifers, direct meteoric precipitation into the 
pits, surface runoff from precipitation, and seepage of water from the tailings impoundment 
located to the east of the Pit Lake. The presence of tailings seepage entering the pits was noted in 
early mine and mill related reports, as discussed in ExxonMobil's application to amend its NRC 
Materials License. 1 Estimates of flow from the mill tailings to the Pit Lake and backfilled pits 
provided in these early reports ranged from approximately 45 to 120 gpm. Based on these 
estimates, as much as 660 million gallons of tailings seepage flowed into backfill and pits during 
active mining and milling. 

The Highland Pit Lake contains several constituents at concentrations that are 
significantly greater than their corresponding concentrations in the local groundwater systems.2 

Constituents found at concentrations above groundwater levels include chloride, sulfate, 
selenium, radium-226 and -228, and uranium. Chloride and sulfate are particularly useful for 
evaluating the contribution of tailings seepage to the Pit Lake as they generally are transported 
conservatively in groundwater and their concentrations in the local groundwater were 
significantly less than concentrations in the tailings solution. Modeling the geochemical 
evolution of the Pit Lake indicates that the mass of chloride and sulfate in the Pit Lake could not 
be attributed solely to local groundwater influx and, accordingly, that a significant portion of 
these constituents comes from the tailings. Mass balance calculations indicate that 53% and 30% 
of the chloride and sulfate, respectively, in the Pit Lake are tailings-derived lle.(2) byproduct 
material.3 The model also indicates that the mass of selenium, radium and uranium could not be 

1 See Application to Amend Section 1.2.2. 7 and Appendix A (May 10, 2011 ). 
2 !d. at Section 2.1.2.7. 
3 !d. at Section 1 .3 .3. 
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derived solely from the local groundwater influx and that up to 24% of uranium and 11% of the 
selenium in the Pit Lake is tailings derived 11e.(2) byproduct material.4 

Additional evidence supports the transport to and presence of 11 e.(2) byproduct material 
in the Pit Lake. Wells between the tailings impoundment, the pits/backfilled pits, and along 
primary flow paths show elevated concentrations of chloride, sulfate and uranium, consistent 
with the chemical signature of tailings and the migration of tailings solution from the tailings 
impoundment to the Pit Lake. 5 Current literature on selenium and uranium geochemistry 
indicates that these constituents would be expected to be transported readily through the 
subsurface with little attenuation under the oxidizing conditions that likely prevailed between the 
tailings basin and the Pit Lake during active mining. The uranium isotopic activity ratio (AR = 
U2341U238

) in the Pit Lake is very close to unity (e.g. 1 ), which is consistent with the signature 
expected for uranium derived from tailings solutions.6 Geochemical modeling also demonstrates 
the possible development of a secondary selenium and uranium source term in the backfilled pits 
through which tailings solutions flowed. The model demonstrates the potential mobilization of 
these constituents to the Pit Lake as groundwater has rebounded through the backfill to the Pit 
Lake.7 This process potentially could explain the very high levels of these constituents observed 
in the Pit Lake. 8 

III. NRC STAFF HAS FEDERAL PREEMPTIVE JURISDICTION OVER THE 
HIGHLAND PIT LAKE DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF 11E.(2) BYPRODUCT 
MATERIAL. 

Over the course of several years, the lack of finality regarding regulatory authority over 
the Pit Lake has resulted in inconsistent approaches to final disposition of the Pit Lake. To 
resolve this confusion, ExxonMobil has submitted this request. A discussion of legal support for 
this request follows. 

In SRM-SECY-99-027, the Commission evaluated whether the States had "concurrent 
jurisdiction" with it over the non-radiological components of 11e.(2) byproduct material.9 After 
completing its evaluation, the Commission determined that the AEA provides for exclusive, 
federal preemptive jurisdiction under the AEA over both the radiological and non-radiological 
components of 11 e.(2) byproduct material. This decision paves the way for the Commission to 

4 !d. at Attachment 2. 
5 Exxon License Amendment Application at Section 2.1.2.5. See Wells 117, 178, and 180. 
6 !d. at Section 2.1.2.4. 
7 /d. at Section 2.1.2.6. 
8 While NRC Staff has informed ExxonMobil that it has outstanding RAis associated with its license 
amendment application specific to groundwater modeling for future potential migration, these RAis do 
not have any negative impact on the fact that the data and analyses submitted by ExxonMobil demonstrate 
that there is 11e.(2) byproduct material in the Pit Lake and, therefore, should not impede resolution of 
ExxonMobil's instant request. 

9 Prior to its decision in SRM-SECY -99-027, the Commission already had determined that it possessed 
federal AEA preemptive jurisdiction over the radiological component of 11 e.(2) byproduct material. 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, SECY-99-277, Concurrent Jurisdiction of Non
Radiological Hazards of Uranium Mill Tailings, (December 2, 1999). 
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exclusively regulate final disposition of both 11 e.(2) byproduct material, and the property needed 
for its containment, IO at uranium recovery facilities like the Pit Lake. 

Given the Commission's "concurrent jurisdiction" decision, ExxonMobil's request is 
supported by other NRC AEA legal precedent. For example, the Commission's 2002 decision in 
Sequoyah Fuels (SFC) was an "independent determination" that the "front-end" process wastes 
at an NRC-licensed uranium conversion facility were 11e.(2) byproduct material suitable for 
transfer to the DOE for LTSM. SFC, an NRC-licensed facility designed for conversion ofU308 
(yellowcake) into UF6 to continue the process of creating commercial nuclear fuel, received 
many shipments of yellowcake that required additional purification to bring such shipments up to 
specifications for efficient conversion. This front-end concentration/purification process 
generated a waste stream that contained approximately eighty seven (87) percent of site waste by 
volume and ninety three (93) percent ofthe site waste by radionuclide content, all of which could 
be differentiated from back-end conversion process wastes at the site. 

In a proposal to NRC Staff, SFC requested that the front-end waste stream generated 
from the concentration/purification of yellowcake (source material), and its associated disposal 
area, II be included in a proposed site L TSB. However, as a precursor to making any affirmative 
decisions on transfer of a waste disposal area, NRC Staff first had to determine that the material 
was 11 e.(2) byproduct material and then exert jurisdiction over those materials. Prior to a 
determination of NRC jurisdiction, the materials had been considered low-level radioactive AEA 
waste and, as such, the State of Oklahoma had filed suit requiring disposal at a low-level 
radioactive waste (LLR W) "compact" site to prevent on-site disposal. 

In 2002, NRC Staff recommended to the Commission in SECY -02-0095 that these 
"front-end" waste materials be classified as 11e.(2) byproduct material because the 
concentration/purification process fit the definition of uranium milling. The definition did not 
require that "milling" actually take place at a uranium recovery facility.I 2 Rather, the 
concentration/purification of yellowcake primarily for its source material content taking place at 
an AEA-licensed facility constitutes "uranium milling." Later in 2002 the Commission 
concurred with NRC Staffs recommendation and held that the waste materials from SFC's 
front-end concentration/purification process were 11 e.(2) byproduct material. Thus, NRC Staff 
was able to move forward with SFC's requested licensing action to dispose of front-end wastes 
on-site, I3 and to re-define its L TSB, and to prepare the newly-defined site for ultimate transfer to 
DOE for L TSM. 

10 Section 83 of the AEA specifically references the need for transfer of property necessary for 
containment of 11e.(2) byproduct material. 42 U.S.C. § 2092. 
11 Counsel for Sequoyah Fuels noted to NRC Staff in an oral presentation that if such unsuitable 
yellowcake were sent back to the generating mill for further concentration/purification, no one would 
question that any waste would be 11 e.(2) byproduct material. 

12 10 CFR Part 40.4 defines "uranium milling as, "any activity that results in the production of byproduct 
material as defined in this part." 

13 See 10 CFR Part 40 Appendix A. 
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The 11e.(2) byproduct material determination was a condition precedent to NRC's 
exercising jurisdiction over the Sequoyah Fuels site's front-end waste stream as 11e.(2) 
byproduct material. Once NRC made the 11 e.(2) determination, the State of Oklahoma dropped 
its suit to force off-site disposal of such wastes. ExxonMobil requests similar action from NRC 
Staff in the instant case to resolve issues with the State of Wyoming over final disposition of the 
Pit Lake. 14 

ExxonMobil' s request that NRC Staff exert jurisdiction over the Pit Lake herein is further 
supported by NRC Staffs and the Commission's actions in the Western Nuclear (WNI) case. 
WNI sought to expand its L TSB because 11 e.(2) byproduct material migrated and was migrating 
in groundwater from its tailings impoundment beyond the existing mill site boundary. As a 
result, under Section 83 of the AEA, as amended, WNI needed to expand its L TSB to include 
such properties so that its final site closure plan could satisfy the AEA's two hundred (200) to 
one thousand (1,000) year site closure requirements for control of 11e.(2) byproduct material. 
The final site closure plan also includes a unique component as certain properties within the 
proposed L TSB are subject to deed restrictions on the domestic use of groundwater rather than 
being transferred in fee simple to DOE. The site-specific ownership issues, combined with a 
secondary source term of 11 e.(2) byproduct material beyond original site boundaries leaching 
into groundwater in perpetuity, were addressed by a creative approach to developing an LTSB. 
Similarly, ExxonMobil is proposing a creative, innovative approach for its site by including the 
Pit Lake in its proposed L TSB. 

ExxonMobil appreciates the work that NRC Staff has done to date regarding the review 
of its May 10, 2011 license amendment application. By submitting this letter, ExxonMobil 
believes that it is taking an affirmative step towards clarifying federal AEA jurisdiction over the 
Pit Lake and to simplifying the process towards final site closure and license termination. 

Sincerely yours, 

14 NRC Staff also has rendered other legal determinations on the classification of site materials as II e.(2) 
byproduct materials. See e.g., COMSECY-00-0040, Request to Receive Maywood and Wayne, New 
Jersey, FUSRAP Materia/for Disposal (finding that a former FUSRAP sites source material processing 
tailings could be disposed of in an lle.(2) byproduct material cell under enforcement discretion. 
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